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Abstract
Let g be a classical Lie superalgebra of type I. We introduce coherent families of weight g-modules
with bounded weight multiplicities, and establish a correspondence between cuspidal and highest
weight submodules of these families by extending Mathieu’s work [Ann. Inst. Fourier 50 (2000)
537]. This enables us to reduce the description of the g0-module structure of arbitrary simple weight
g-modules with bounded weight multiplicities to the g0-module structure of highest weight modules
with bounded weight multiplicities. We then construct tensor coherent families for g= sl(n+ 1|1)
which yield an explicit description of the g0-structure of an arbitrary simple weight module with
bounded weight multiplicities. In particular, we show that for g= sl(n+ 1|1), the maximal length of
an indecomposable g0-submodule of a simple weight module with bounded multiplicities equals 5.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to initiate the study of simple weight modules with bounded
weight multiplicities over classical Lie superalgebras. The same problem for Lie algebras
was solved by O. Mathieu in the breakthrough paper [3].
Following Mathieu, we call a simple weight module admissible if all its weight
multiplicities are finite and uniformly bounded. The existing representation theory of
the classical finite-dimensional Lie superalgebras provides only a partial description of
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and Serganova [4], combined with Mathieu’s result, yields such an explicit description.
In this case the category of g-modules with fixed central character over a classical Lie
superalgebra g is canonically equivalent to a similar category over the underlying Lie
algebra g. It has been long known that describing representations with an atypical or
singular central character is much more difficult. The structure of all finite-dimensional
irreducible representations of sl(n + 1|1), including the atypical ones, was found in the
1980s. Not much has been known about atypical infinite-dimensional weight modules,
except for the parameterization of all simple weight g-modules with finite-dimensional
weight spaces in terms of parabolic induction given by Dimitrov et al. [1]. Recently
Serganova [6] was able to give character formulas for almost all simple highest weight
modules via a non-trivial extension of the approach of [4].
In the present article, we extend Mathieu’s method of coherent families to classical
Lie superalgebras g of type I and reduce the description of simple admissible g-modules to
certain admissible highest weight modules. For g= sl(n+1|1)we construct explicit tensor
coherent families parameterized by finite-dimensional gl(n|1)-modules. This leads to a
complete description of the g0-module structure of an arbitrary simple admissible weight
sl(n+ 1|1)-module. More precisely, we explicitly parameterize all irreducible admissible
simple weight gl(n+ 1)-modules and give a list of all indecomposable g0-components and
their respective consecutive composition factors.
2. Coherent families of representations
The ground field K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let g= g0⊕g1
be a Lie superalgebra with reductive even part g0, and U(g) be the universal enveloping
algebra of g. Fix a Cartan subsuperalgebra h = h0 ⊕ h1 of g, i.e., a self-normalizing
nilpotent subsuperalgebra. Then h0 is a Cartan subsuperalgebra of g0 and h1 is the maximal
subspace of g1 on which h0 acts nilpotently (see [5,7]). Denote the root lattice of g by Qg.
A g-module M is a weight module if M =⊕λ∈h∗0 Mλ, where Mλ := {m ∈M | h · m =
λ(h)m}. The space Mλ is the weight space of weight λ, and dimMλ is the multiplicity of
Mλ. The support of M is the set suppM := {λ ∈ h∗0 |Mλ = 0}. U := U(g) is a weight
g-module with respect to the adjoint action of g. The weight space U(g)0 of weight 0
equals the supercentralizer of h0 in U . In the rest of the paper the term simple g-module
(respectively g-module) will be used as an abbreviation for a simple weight g-module
(respectively g0-module) with finite weight multiplicities.
2.1. Coherent families of Lie algebra representations
We start by modifying Mathieu’s definition of coherent families of weight modules of
a simple Lie algebra to a reductive Lie algebra. Following [3], if s is a finite-dimensional
semisimple Lie algebra with a fixed Cartan subalgebra hs, and d is a positive integer,
an s-coherent family M of degree d is a weight s-module satisfying the following two
conditions:
(i) dimMλ = d for any λ ∈ h∗s;
(ii) the trace function λ → tr(u)|Mλ is polynomial in λ ∈ h∗s for any fixed u ∈ U(s)0.
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define a g′-module M to be a g′-coherent family if M=⊕ki=1Mi for some g′-modules
and g′ss-coherent families Mi . In particular, for any z ∈ z the function fz : suppM →
K , fz(λ) = λ(z) is constant on each suppMi . For example, for a gl(n + 1)-coherent
family M, there are k1, k2, . . . , kr ∈ K such that suppM = ⋃rj=1Hkj , where Hk :=
{∑n+1i=1 xiεi |∑n+1i=1 xi = k} ⊂ h∗gl(n+1) for k ∈ K and a standard basis ε1, ε2, . . . , εn+1 of
h∗gl(n+1).
A g′-coherent family M is said to be irreducible if M[λ] :=⊕η∈[λ]Mη is a simple
g′-module for some λ ∈ h∗g′ , where [λ] := λ +Qg′ ∈ h∗g′/Qg′ . According to the original
Mathieu’s definition, for a simple Lie algebra s′, M is an irreducible s′-coherent family
if there exists a weight λ ∈ h∗s′ for which Mλ is a simple U(s′)0-module. It is a direct
corollary of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 and Proposition 5.4 in [3] that both definitions are
consistent. M is said to be semisimple if M[λ] is a semisimple g′-module for any
λ ∈ h∗g′ .
Lemma 1. If s=⊕i si for some simple Lie algebras si , then an s-coherent family M is
irreducible if and only if M⊗li=1Mi for some irreducible si -coherent families Mi .
Proof. Let λ ∈ h∗s be such that M[λ] is a simple s-module, and let M[λ] =
⊗l
i=1 Si
for some simple si -modules Si . Let EXT (Si) be the irreducible semisimple si -coherent
family which contains Si as a submodule (see Proposition 4.8 in [3]). The s-modules M
and
⊗l
i=1 EXT (Si) have the same trace on the Zariski dense subset λ +Qs of h∗s, and
hence on h∗s. Therefore, by a modification of Lemma 2.3 in [3], M and
⊗l
i=1 EXT (Si)
have the same composition factors which easily implies the statement. ✷
Mathieu classified all simple weight modules with finite multiplicities of a simple
Lie algebra by classifying all irreducible semisimple coherent families. Fernando’s
theorem [2], implies that coherent families exist only for reductive Lie algebras whose
simple components are of type A and C only. Mathieu’s main discovery is that irreducible
coherent families are described by infinite-dimensional simple highest weight modules
with bounded weight multiplicities. In what follows, we call any weight module M with
support lying in a single Qg-coset λ+Qg admissible if its set of weight multiplicities is
bounded. The degree degM of an admissible weight module M is its maximal weight
multiplicity, and the essential support of M is the set suppessM := {λ ∈ suppM |
dimMλ = degM}.
The following proposition describes the existence and uniqueness of coherent families,
as well as their relationship with admissible modules.
Proposition 2. Let g′ be a reductive Lie algebra whose simple components are of type A
and C only, and let M be an infinite-dimensional simple admissible g′-module.
(i) There exists a unique semisimple coherent family E(M) which contains M as a sub-
module, and degM= degM .
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submodule M ′ of E(M), we have E(M)= E(M ′).
(iii) The central characters of all simple submodules of E(M) coincide.
Proof. The proposition follows directly from Lemma 1 and the corresponding statement
in [3] about coherent families of modules of a simple Lie algebra. ✷
2.2. Coherent families of Lie superalgebra representations
We define a g-coherent family to be a weight g-module which is a g0-coherent family.
Denote by FAM(g) the category whose objects are all g-coherent families and whose
morphisms are g0-homomorphisms f :M→ N , such that kerf and f (M) are also
g-coherent families.
In the rest of Section 2 g will be one of the following classical Lie superalgebras of
type I: gl(m|p), sl(m|p), osp(2|p), p(m), or sp(m) for m = p. Here h= h0 and h1 = 0.
Let ∆ = ∆0 ∪ ∆1 be the set of roots of g. We will use the natural decomposition ∆1 =
∆+1 ∪ ∆−1 described in [4]. For example, if g= sl(m|p), then ε1, . . . , εm, δ1, . . . , δp is a
standard basis of h∗sl(m|p), ∆0 := {εi − εj | 1 i = j m}∪ {δi − δj | 1 i = j  p}, and
∆±1 := {±(εi − δj ) | 1  i  m, 1  j  p}. By setting g0 := g0 and g±1 :=
⊕
α∈∆±1 g
α
we obtain a Z-grading g= g−1 ⊕ g0 ⊕ g+1 of g. For k ∈K we put suppk M := {
∑
i λiεi +∑
j ηj δj ∈ suppM | −
∑
i λi = k}. Then M(k) :=
⊕
λ∈suppk M M
λ (M(k) may equal zero)
is a g0-submodule of M . Put furthermore MZ := {k ∈K | suppk M = ∅}. If MZ is a finite
subset of k0 + Z for some k0 ∈ K , MZ is naturally ordered and we define the lowest
support supplowM (respectively highest support supphighM) of M to equal suppk M for
the minimal (respectively maximal) k ∈MZ. Finally, we set Mlow :=⊕λ∈supplow M Mλ and
Mhigh :=⊕λ∈supphigh M Mλ.
Proposition 3. Let M be a simple g-module.
(i) For any fixed k ∈K , every element z in the center of g0 acts via a constant on M(k).
(ii) supplowM and supphighM are well-defined. Moreover, Mlow and Mhigh are simple g0-
modules and Mlow Mg+1 := {m ∈M | g+1 ·m= 0} and Mhigh Mg−1 := {m ∈M |
g−1 ·m= 0}.
Proof. (i) Is established by a direct verification, (ii) follows from Corollary 2.4 in [1]. ✷
Set T ∗ := h∗/Qg. Similarly to the case of a simple Lie algebra, for a g-coherent
family M and for [λ] ∈ T ∗, M[λ] :=⊕µ∈[λ]Mµ is a g-submodule of M. Furthermore,
the following identities hold: M=⊕[λ]∈T ∗M[λ], M=⊕k∈KM(k). Since admissible
modules are of finite length [1], each g-module M[λ] is of finite length. A g-coherent
family is irreducible if there exists λ ∈ h∗ such that M[λ] is a simple g-module. For
an irreducible g-coherent family M the modules Mlow and Mhigh (and therefore Nlow
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[λ] ∈ T ∗.
Proposition 4. For a g-coherent family M, M(k) is a gss0 -coherent family whenever
M(k) = 0. Moreover, if M is irreducible (respectively irreducible and semisimple),Mlow
and Mhigh are irreducible (respectively irreducible and semisimple) g0-coherent families.
Proof. The fact that M(k) is a gss0 -coherent family follows directly from the definition.
The irreducibility of the coherent familiesMlow andMhigh follows from Proposition 3(ii).
For the semisimplicity part note that Mlow = (⊕[λ]∈T ∗M[λ])low =⊕[λ]∈T ∗(M[λ])low.
Furthermore, we claim that the g0-module (M[λ])low is semisimple for each [λ] ∈ T ∗.
Indeed, let k be minimal in M[λ]Z, and let M[λ] = (⊕ni=1Mi)⊕ (⊕mj=1Nj ) where Mi
and Nj are simple g-modules with suppk Mi = ∅ and suppk Nj = ∅. Then (M[λ])low =⊕n
i=1(Mi)low, and (Mi)low are simple. ✷
2.3. Some preparatory statements
For a simple g0-module M0, let i˜nd
±
M0 denote the unique irreducible quotient of
indg
g0⊕g±1(M
0) := U ⊗U(g0⊕g±1) M0. If M is a g-module, denote by Mg0 the module
M considered as a g0-module. Let, for a g-module P (respectively g0-module P 0) of finite
length, P ss (respectively (P 0)ss) denote the semisimplification of P (respectively P 0),
i.e., the semisimple g-module (respectively g0-module) with the same composition factors
as P (respectively P 0). For a g-coherent (or g0-coherent) family M, set Mss :=⊕
[λ]∈T ∗M[λ]ss.
Proposition 5. Let M and N be two irreducible semisimple g-coherent families such that
the g0-modulesMlow andNlow (orMhigh andNhigh) are isomorphic. ThenM andN are
isomorphic.
Proof. Let, for λ ∈ h∗, M[λ] be a simple g-module. Then Proposition 3(ii), implies that
the g0-module (M[λ])low is simple. Both M[λ] and N[λ] are isomorphic to
i˜nd+
((M[λ])low) i˜nd+((N [λ])low)
(see [1]). Therefore, for every k ∈K , we have
M(k)[λ] M[λ](k)N [λ](k)N (k)[λ].
Consequently, for every k ∈ K , the g0-coherent families M(k) and N (k) have the same
trace on the Zariski dense subset p(λ + Qg0) in h∗gss0 (p :h
∗
g0 → h∗gss0 is the natural
projection) and by Lemma 2.3 in [3] they are isomorphic as gss0 -modules. Since every
element in the center of g0 acts via a constant on the modules M(k) and N (k), Propo-
sition 3 implies that M(k) and N (k) are isomorphic as g0-modules. Therefore, for every
ν ∈ h∗, M[ν] and N [ν] are isomorphic as g0-modules. In order to prove the statement it
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and N [ν]low are isomorphic semisimple g0-modules. Let M ′ and N ′ be isomorphic
simple g0-submodules ofM[ν]low andN [ν]low, respectively. ThenM[ν]  i˜nd+M ′⊕M ′′
and N [ν]  i˜nd+N ′ ⊕ N ′′ for some g-modules M ′′ and N ′′ which have isomorphic
g0-composition factors. We complete the proof by induction on the length ofM[ν]g0 . ✷
For every α ∈∆, let hα be the corresponding coroot, let eα be a fixed generator of gα ,
and let fα ∈ g−α be defined by [eα, fα] = hα . Let M be a simple g-module. Recall, [1,2],
the definition of the disjoint subsets ∆IM , ∆+M , ∆−M , and ∆FM of ∆:
∆IM = {α ∈∆ | eα and fα act injectively on M},
∆FM = {α ∈∆ | eα and fα act locally nilpotently on M},
∆+M = {α ∈∆ | eα acts locally nilpotently, fα acts injectively on M},
∆−M = −∆+M.
Somewhat informally, we will call the ordered quadruple (∆IM,∆
+
M,∆
−
M,∆
F
M) the shadow
of M , cf. [1]. Obviously, the ordered pair (∆IM,∆+M) determines the shadow of M . For
an infinite-dimensional simple g0-module, let the cone C(M0) of M0 be the monoid
generated over Z+ by ∆IM0 ∪ ∆−M0 . If N0 is an infinite-dimensional g0-submodule
of M , then ∆IN0 := ∆IMlow , ∆±N0 := ∆±Mlow , and C(N0) := C(Mlow) are well-defined(Corollary 3.4 in [1]).
Lemma 6. Let M0 and N0 fee simple infinite-dimensional g0-submodules of M0[λ] for
an irreducible semisimple g0-coherent family M0 and some λ ∈ h∗. If ∆IM0 ∪ ∆+M0 ⊆
∆I
N0
∪∆+
N0
, then M0 =N0.
Proof. By Proposition 2, degM0 = degM= degN0. Let λi ∈ suppMi for i = 1,2. Then
C(M0)⊆ C(N0) implies (λ1 + C(M0)) ∩ (λ2 + C(M0)) = ∅. By Proposition 3.5 in [3],
λi + C(Mi) ⊆ suppess(Mi) and therefore suppess(M0) ∩ suppess(N0) = ∅. In this way
M0 =U ·M0[λ]ν =N0 for any ν ∈ suppess(M0)∩ suppess(N0). ✷
Given a simple infinite-dimensional g0-module P 0, define a finite-dimensional exten-
sion of P 0 to be a weight g0-module R0 of finite length width has P 0 as its only infinite-
dimensional composition factor. We set R0inf := P 0, ∆IR0 := ∆IR0inf , ∆
±
R0
:= ∆±
R0inf
, and
C(R0) := C(R0inf).
Lemma 7. Let P 0  R0 be g0-submodules of a simple admissible g-module. M such that
S0  R0/P 0 is a finite-dimensional extension of a simple g0-module. Then ∆IS0 ⊆∆IP 0 =
∆I
R0
and ∆±
S0
⊆∆±
P 0
=∆±
R0
. In particular, C(S0)⊆ C(P0)= C(R0).
Proof. By definition, ∆I
S0
⊆ ∆I
P 0
= ∆I
R0
and ∆±
P 0
= ∆±
R0
. Assume to the contrary that
α ∈ ∆+0 \ ∆+0 , and therefore α ∈ ∆I 0 . The inclusion α ∈ ∆+0 implies that there existsS P P S
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on P 0 and therefore m ∈ P 0, which is a contradiction. ✷
2.4. The existence and uniqueness theorem
Let Lb(λ) (respectively Lb0(λ)) denote the simple g-module (respectively g0-module)
with b-highest (respectively b0-highest) weight λ ∈ h∗. The following theorem is our main
result in this section.
Theorem 8. Let M be an infinite-dimensional simple admissible g-module.
(i) There exists a unique semisimple irreducible g-coherent family SE(M) which
contains M as a submodule. By definition, SE(M) is the coherent extension of M .
(ii) supp(SE(M))= suppM +K ⊗Qg0 . In particular, Mlow ⊂ SE(M)low and Mhigh ⊂
SE(M)high.
(iii) For every k ∈K , degM(k)= degM(k).
(iv) For every infinite-dimensional simple submodule N of SE(M) (which is automat-
ically admissible) we have SE(N)  SE(M). In particular, degN(k) = degM(k)
whenever k ∈K .
(v) For every Borel subsuperalgebra b of g there exists a b-highest weight submodule of
SE(M).
Proof. We first construct SE(M) following Mathieu’s localization construction (Section 4
in [3]). By Proposition 3, Mlow is an infinite-dimensional simple g0-module. Therefore,
there is a basis Σ = {β1, β2, . . . , βn} ⊂ ∆0 of Qg0 which consists of commuting roots
such that fα acts injectively on Mlow for every α ∈Σ (a modification of Lemma 4.4 in [3]).
Since fα acts injectively on Mlow, it will act injectively on M (Corollary 3.4 in [1]). Put
fi := fβi . The commuting set {f1, f2, . . . , fn} generates a multiplicative subset FΣ of U
which satisfies Ore’s localizability conditions. Let UFΣ be the localization of U relative
to FΣ . Set MFΣ := UFΣ ⊗U M . It is easy to verify that UFΣ = U(g0)FΣ ⊗U(g0) U , so
there is a canonical identification of g0-modules:
MFΣ =U(g0)FΣ ⊗U(g0) U ⊗U M =U(g0)FΣ ⊗U(g0) M.
In particular, suppMFΣ = suppM +Qg0 .
In order to extend MFΣ to a coherent family, we need to consider the n-parametric set
of automorphisms of UFΣ , Θ :Kn ×UFΣ → UFΣ , defined by
Θ(x1,...,xn)(u) :=
∑
0i1,...,inN(u)
(
x1
i1
)
· · ·
(
xn
in
)
ad(f1)i1 · · ·ad(fn)in (u)f−i11 · · ·f−inn ,
where
(
x
i
) := x(x − 1) · · · (x − i + 1)/i! for x ∈ K and i ∈ Z+. The sum is well-defined
since for every u ∈ UFΣ , there exists a positive integerN(u) such that ad(fj )N(u)+1(u)= 0
for every j = 1,2, . . . , n. For (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Zn we have Θ(x1,...,xn)(u)= f x11 · · ·f xnn u
f
−xn
n · · ·f−x1 .1
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automorphism Θ(x1,...,xn), i.e., the vector space MFΣ with action defined by u · f µΣm :=
f
µ
Σ(Θ(x1,...,xn)(u) ·m), where f µΣm stands for the element m considered as an element of
the twisted module f µΣMFΣ . In particular, if m is a weight vector of weight η, then f
µ
Σm
is a weight vector of weight η+µ. Finally, set M :=⊕[µ]∈T ∗ f µΣMFΣ . Lemma 4.5 in [3]
implies that M is a g0-coherent family, and therefore also a g-coherent family. Moreover,
again by Lemma 4.5 in [3] and Proposition 2, Msslow  E(Mlow). In particular, we can
fix [λ] ∈ T ∗ such that Mlow[λ] ∼= E(Mlow)[λ] is a simple g0-module (see Lemma 5.3
in [3]). Set SE(M) :=Mss. Assertion (ii) is a direct corollary of the equality suppMFΣ =
suppM +Qg0 .
(iii) follows from a modification of Lemma 4.4 in [3]. Below we prove (i) (which implies
automatically (iv)) in eight steps.
Step 1: If (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Zn then for every m ∈ M , g±1 · (f i11 · · ·f inn · m) ⊆∑
(j1,...,jn)∈Zn f
j1
1 · · ·f jnn · (g±1 ·m). This is a direct computation.
Step 2: g±1 · f µΣm = f µΣ(g±1 · m). This follows from the definition of f µΣ and from
Step 1.
Step 3: For every η ∈ h∗, M[η]g+1 =Mlow[η]. It is obvious that Mlow[η] ⊆M[η]g+1 .
Let n ∈M[η] be such that g+1 · n = 0. Then n = f η−λ0Σ m′ for some m′ ∈ MFΣ . Thus
g+1 ·m′ = g+1 · f λ0−ηΣ n= 0 by Step 2. On the other hand, there is f = f i11 , . . . , f inn ∈ FΣ
such that f ·m′ =m ∈M . Then g+1 ·m′ = g+1 · (f ·m′)= 0 which implies m ∈Mg+1 ⊆
Mlow. Therefore n ∈Mlow[η].
Step 4: U(g−1) ·M[λ]low =M[λ]. If n ∈M[λ], we have n = f λ−λ0Σ m′ for some
m′ ∈MFΣ . Let f ∈ FΣ be such that f ·m′ =m ∈M =U(g−1) ·Mlow. Then Steps 1 and 2
imply that n ∈ f λ−λ0Σ f−1U(g−1) ·Mlow ⊆ f λ−λ0Σ U(g−1)(Mlow)FΣ ⊆U(g−1) ·M[λ]low.
Step 5: M[λ] is a simple g-module, and therefore SE(M) is irreducible. If 0 = N ⊆
M[λ] is a g-submodule, then Ng+1 ⊆M[λ]low, by Step 3. Since M[λ]low is simple, we
have Ng+1 =Nlow =M[λ]low, and using Step 4 we verify N =M[λ].
Step 6: N is g-submodule of SE(M) with Nlow ⊆ SE(M)low then SE(N)  SE(M).
This follows from Proposition 4 as SE(N)low  SE(M)low.
Step 7: If η ∈ h∗ and N is a simple g-subquotient of M[η], then Nlow ⊆M[η]low.
The lattice Qg0 is the union of all cones C(R), for which R is a simple g-submodule of
M[η] with Rlow ⊆M[η]low. Assume to the contrary that Nlow M[η]low. Then, there is
a simple g-submodule S of M[η] with Slow ⊆M[η]low such that C(S) ∩C(N) generates
a subgroup of finite index in Qg0 . Let a ∈ K be defined by Nlow ⊆ N(a). One easily
verifies (see the proof of Lemma 6.3 in [3]) that C(S(a))− C(Nlow)=Qg0 . In particular
(η1 + C(S(a))) ∩ (η2 + C(Nlow)) = ∅ whenever η1 ∈ suppess S(a) and η2 ∈ suppessNlow.
Then, by Proposition 3.5(i) in [3], we may choose τ ∈ suppess S(a) ∩ suppessNlow =
∅. Therefore degSE(M)(a)  degS(a) + degNlow > degS(a) = degSE(S)(a), which
contradicts Step 6.
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module, then N  SE(M). Let N be a simple g-submodule of N with Nlow ⊂ Nlow.
Then N  SE(N) by Proposition 4. On the other hand, Step 7 implies Mlow ⊂ Nlow,
and therefore SE(M)N by Step 6.
(v) Let b = b0 ⊕ b1. Proposition 6.2(ii) in [3] implies that SE(M)low has an infinite-
dimensional simple g0-submodule isomorphic to Lb0(λ0). Therefore SE(M) has a
g-submodule isomorphic to the infinite-dimensional highest weight moduleLb′(λ0), where
b′ := b0 ⊕ g+1. Then, by Lemma 0.3 in [4], Lb′(λ0) = Lb(λ′) for some λ′ ∈ h∗, which
completes the proof. ✷
Let M0 =⊕a∈AM0a be an irreducible g0-coherent family, each M0a being a simple
g0-module. Set
i˜ndM0 :=
⊕
a∈A
i˜ndM0a .
The following proposition establishes the relationship between coherent extensions of
admissible modules over g and g0.
Proposition 9. For any infinite-dimensional simple g0-module M0, SE(i˜nd±M0) 
i˜nd±(E(M0)). In particular, i˜nd±M0 is an irreducible semisimple g-coherent family
wheneverM0 is an irreducible semisimple g0-coherent family.
Proof. We have E(M0)  SE(i˜nd+M0)low  SE(i˜nd−M0)high. Therefore Theorem 8
implies that i˜nd±(E(M0)) ⊆ SE(i˜nd±M0). To show the inverse inclusion we use that,
if N+ is a simple g-submodule of SE(i˜nd+M0), then N+low ⊂ SE(i˜nd+M0)low 
E(M0) by Theorem 8. Therefore, N+ = i˜nd+N+low ⊂ i˜nd+(E(M0)), which implies that
SE(i˜nd±M0)⊆ i˜nd±(E(M0)). ✷
As we will see in Section 3, for an infinite-dimensional simple g-module M , the
g-coherent family SE(M) is not necessarily a semisimple g0-coherent family. If M0 is an
infinite-dimensional g0-submodule of M , let EM(M0) denote the “minimal” g0-coherent
subfamily of SE(M) which contains M0. More explicitly, we have
EM
(
M0
) := {m=∑f µΣmµ ∈ ⊕
[µ]∈T ∗
f
µ
ΣMFΣ
∣∣∣ fµmµ ∈M0 for some fµ ∈ FΣ}
⊆ SE(M)
(FΣ and f µΣ are defined in the proof of Theorem 8).
Theorem 10. Let M be an infinite-dimensional simple admissible g-module. Let k ∈K and
M0 =M1 ⊕M2 for some infinite-dimensional g0-submodules M0, M1 and M2 of M(k).
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(ii) Let N be an infinite-dimensional g-submodule of SE(M). Set Ni := EM(Mi)∩N for
i = 0,1,2. Then degNi = degMi (in particular, Ni are infinite-dimensional), and
N0 is a finite-dimensional extension of N1 ⊕N2.
(iii) (EM(M0))ss ⊕ki=1 E(Si ), where (M0)ss ⊕ki=1 Si ⊕ F for some infinite-dimen-
sional simple g0-modules Si and some finite-dimensional g0-module F .
Proof. (i) Follows from the definition of EM(M0).
(ii) It is clear that degNi  degEM(Mi) = degMi . Suppose degNi < degMi .
The inclusion M0 ⊆ M(k) implies N0 ⊆ N(k). Then degSE(M)(k)  degEM(M0) −
degN0 + degN(k) > degN(k) = degSE(M)(k). For the second part of the assertion
note that N1 ⊕N2 ⊂N0. Furthermore, degN0 = degN1 + degN2 = deg(N1 ⊕N2) and
C(N0)= C(N) = C(N1 ⊕N2) which imply that N0/(N1 ⊕N2) is a finite-dimensional
g0-module.
(iii) Let 0= S˜0 ⊂ S˜1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ S˜k =M0 be a filtration of M0 whose successive quotients
S˜i/S˜i−1 are finite-dimensional extensions of Si . From Lemma 7 we see that C(Sk) ⊂
C(Sk−1)⊂ · · · ⊂ C(S1). Therefore, Lemma 6 implies that if E(Si) E(Sj ) for some i = j
then Si  Sj . In particular, ⊕ki=1 E(Si) is isomorphic to a subfamily of EM(M0)ss and
has degree degS1 + · · · + degSk = degM0 = degEM(M0)ss. Since every semisimple g0-
coherent family decomposes uniquely up to an isomorphism as a direct sum of irreducible
g0-coherent families (Lemma 5.5 in [3]) we complete the proof. ✷
Corollary 11. If M is an infinite-dimensional simple g-module which is a direct sum
of finite-dimensional extensions of simple g0-modules, then all simple g-submodules of
SE(M) are direct sum of finite-dimensional extensions of simple g0-modules.
3. Explicit realization of sl(n+ 1|1)-coherent families
In this section we extend Mathieu’s construction of tensor coherent families to the case
of sl(n + 1|1). These families are parameterized by finite-dimensional gl(n|1)-modules
and they provide an explicit description of all irreducible semisimple sl(n+ 1|1)-coherent
families.
In the rest of the paper g= sl(n+ 1|1) and Q=Qg. In this case we set δ := δ1. There
is a bijection between h∗ = h∗sl(n+1|1) and the hyperplane
H=
{
(z1, z2, . . . , zn+1, u) ∈ h∗gl(n+1|1)
∣∣∣∣ n+1∑
i=1
zi + u= 0
}
in h∗gl(n+1|1), where (z1, z2, . . . , zn+1, u) is the coordinate vector of an element in
h∗gl(n+1|1) with respect to this basis. The elements of h∗ will be written as elements ofH. Note that for a g-moduleM , λ ∈ supplowM if and only if λ has minimal “δ-coordinate”
in supp M . In what follows we will write eij for the elementary matrices in sl(n+1|1) and
Eij for the elementary matrices in gl(n|1). In particular, eij = eεi−εj , ei,n+2 = eεi−δ , and
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W denotes the Weyl group of g.
Let Pn|1 be the projective superspace with homogeneous coordinates [y1, y2, . . . ,
yn+1|µ], and let T be its open subsuperscheme defined by yi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n + 1.
An embedding of g into the Lie superalgebra of vector fields WT on T is given as follows.
Let K[T ] =K[x±11 , x±12 , . . . , x±1n , ξ ] be the coordinate ring of T . Consider the following
decomposition: g= g′−1 ⊕ g′0 ⊕ g′1;
g′0 :=
{
g =
∑
i,j
gij eij ∈ g
∣∣∣ gn+1,i = gi,n+1 = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, n+ 2} gl(n|1),
g′−1 = V , and g′1 = V ∗, where V is the standard representation of gl(n|1). There is
a natural embedding of g′0 into WT defined by φ(ei,j ) := xi∂/∂xj , 1  i = j  n,
φ(hi) := xi∂/∂xi − xi+1∂/∂xi+1, 1  i  n − 1, φ(en+2,i ) := ξ∂/∂xi , 1  i  n, and
φ(ej,n+2) := xj ∂/∂ξ , 1 j  n. We extend this embedding to an embedding φ :g→WT
by setting φ(en+1,i ) := ∂/∂xi , φ(ei,n+1) := −xie, 1  i  n, φ(en+1,n+2) := ∂/∂ξ ,
φ(en+2,n+1) := −ξe, φ(hn) := xn∂/∂xn + e, and φ(hn+1) := −∑nj=1 xj ∂/∂xj , where
e := x1∂/∂x1 + x2∂/∂x2 + · · · + xn∂/∂xn + ξ∂/∂ξ .
For a finite-dimensional gl(n|1)-module (S,ρ) the following construction yields an
sl(n + 1|1)-coherent family ST (S). Let Cur(T ) := WT unionmulti ((K[T ] ⊗ gl(n|1)) ⊕ K[T ])
where unionmulti stands for semidirect sum of Lie superalgebras. Then K[T ] ⊗ S is a Cur(T )-
module: the result of the action of η + g + f ∈ Cur(T ) on u ⊗ v ∈ K[T ] ⊗ S equals
η(u) ⊗ v +∑1i,jn gij (u) ⊗ ρ(Ei,j ) · v + fu ⊗ v, where g =∑1i,jn gij ⊗ Ei,j ,
gij ∈ K[T ]. Set Ω1T := HomK[T ](WT ,K). Define two linear maps: cω :WT → K[T ],
cω(η)= ω(η) for ω ∈Ω1T , and cb :WT → gl(n|1)⊗K[T ],
cb(X)=−
∑
1i,jn
(−1)β˜j X˜βj
([X,ξi])⊗ ρ(Ei,j ).
Here b = {βj | 1 j  n+ 1} is the basis of Ω1T dual to the basis {ξi = xi∂/∂xi,1 i 
n, ξn+1 = ∂/∂ξ} of WT , i.e., βi(ξj ) = δij , and x → x˜ is the parity functor; i.e., β˜j = 0,
for 1  j  n, β˜n+1 = 1, and ξ˜i = 0, for 1  i  n, ξ˜n+1 = 1. The maps cb and cω
are non-Abelian cocycles, cf. [3], in the sense that the respective maps jω :WT →WT unionmulti
gl(n|1)⊕K[T ]), jb(η) := η + cb(η) are morphisms of Lie superalgebras. Let ST(S,ω)
be the WT -module K[T ] ⊗ S with action defined by η · u := (η+ cb(η)+ cω(η)) · u.
If Q0(T ) := {ω ∈ Ω1T | ω =
∑n
j=1 kjβj }, put T˜ := K ⊗Q0(T )/Q0(T ). It is easy to
check that ST(S,ω+βj) ST(S,ω) for j ∈ [1, n], and therefore ST(S,ω) is well-defined
for ω ∈ T˜ . Put ST (S) :=⊕ω∈T˜ ST(S,ω). The space ST (S) is a Cur(T )-module. There-
fore, the embedding WT → Cur(T ), twisted by the cocycles cb and cω endows ST (S)
a WT -module (and a g-module) structure as well.
For simplicity, below we use multi-index notation, i.e., x(a1,a2,...,an) := xa11 xa22 · · ·xann .
Denote by em the vector in Kn whose mth coordinate is 1 and all other coordinates are 0.
Then, by definition
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∂xi
(xaξε)= aixa−εi ξ ε, ∂
∂ξ
(xaξε)= εxa, xi · xaξε = xa+ei ξ ε,
ξ · xaξε = (1− ε)xaξ,
for a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈Kn and ε ∈ {0,1}.
Let, for k ∈ Zn and ω=∑ni=1 aiβi ∈K ⊗Q0(T ), xkξε ⊗ v ∈K[T ] ⊗ S be an element
in ST(S,ω). Then the map xkξε ⊗ v → xk+aξε ⊗ v identifies ST (S) =⊕ω∈T˜ ST(S,ω)
with the space Span{x(a1,a2,...,an)ξε ⊗ v | a1, a2, . . . , an ∈K, ε ∈ {0,1}, v ∈ S}. To match
the g-action, for g ∈ g we have to calculate the two cocycles cω(φ(g)) and cb(φ(g)). The
first one, can be found by a direct computation. For the second one, we use the identity
(φ(g)+ cω(φ(g))) · (xkξε ⊗ v)= x−aφ(g) · (xa+kξ ⊗ v).
Lemma 12. Let (S,ρ) be a finite-dimensional gl(n|1)-module. The following correspon-
dence:
eij → xi ∂
∂xj
+ xi
xj
⊗ ρ(Eij )− xi
xj
⊗ ρ(Ejj ), 1 i = j  n;
ei,n+1 → −
(
n∑
j=1
xixj
∂
∂xj
+ ξ ∂
∂ξ
)
−
n∑
j=1
xi ⊗ ρ(Eij )
+ xiξ ⊗ ρ(Ei,n+1)− xi ⊗ ρ(En+1,n+1), 1 i  n;
en+1,i → ∂
∂xi
− 1
xi
⊗ ρ(Eii), 1 i  n;
hi → xi ∂
∂xi
− xi+1 ∂
∂xi+1
, 1 i  n− 1;
hn → xn ∂
∂xn
+
n∑
j=1
xj
∂
∂xj
+ ξ ∂
∂ξ
+ 1⊗ ρ(En+1,n+1);
hn+1 → −
n∑
j=1
xj
∂
∂xj
;
ei,n+2 → xi ∂
∂ξ
− xi ⊗ ρ(Ei,n+1), 1 i  n;
en+1,n+2 → ∂
∂ξ
;
en+2,i → ξ ∂
∂xi
− ξ
xi
⊗ ρ(Eii)− 1
xi
⊗ ρ(En+1,i), 1 i  n;
en+2,n+1 → −
n∑
xj ξ
∂
∂xj
+
n∑
1⊗ ρ(En+1,j )j=1 j=1
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structure.
Proof. Direct computation. ✷
From now on the gl(n|1)-module S will be fixed and will be assumed simple. We denote
by b+ the distinguished Borel subsuperalgebra in g with simple roots B+ = B+0 ∪ B+1 ,
where B+0 = {εi+1 − εi | 1  i  n}, B+1 = {δ − εn+1}. Furthermore, let b− be the
Borel subsuperalgebra in g with simple roots B− = B−0 ∪ B−1 , where B−0 = B+0 and
B−1 = {ε1 − δ}. Note that b := b+ ∩ b− is a fixed Borel subalgebra in g0. Let n0 be the
nilpotent radical of b0. Similarly, let b˜± denote the Borel subsuperalgebras gl(n|1) ∩ b±
of gl(n|1) with simple roots B˜± = B˜±0 ∪ B˜±1 , where B˜±0 = {εi+1 − εi | 1  i  n − 1},
B˜+1 = {δ− εn}, and B˜+1 = {ε1 − δ}.
Proposition 13. ST (S) is a g-coherent family and ST (S)low and ST (S)high, are well-
defined. Moreover, ST (S)ss is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of certain uniquely
determined irreducible g-coherent families.
Proof. Let the b˜−-highest weight of S be µ = µ1ε1 + µ2ε2 + · · · + µnεn + µ¯δ ∈
h∗gl(n|1). Fix λ = λ1ε1 + λ2ε2 + · · · + λn+1εn+1 − (
∑n+1
i=1 λi)δ ∈ h∗ such that λi −
µi /∈ Z, for 1  i  n. It is crucial that relying on the explicit action of g from
Lemma 12, we can check that ST (S) is a g-coherent family, ST (S)[η]Z is a finite
subset of k0 + Z whenever ST (S)[η](k0) = ∅, and all elements of g0 act injectively
on ST (S)ss[λ]. Furthermore, being an admissible module, ST (S)ss[λ] has finite length.
Therefore ST (S)ss[λ]  ⊕ti=1 Li , for some simple g-modules Li on all of which
g0 acts injectively. For every k ∈ K , (ST (S)[λ](k)g0)ss 
⊕t
i=1(Li(k)g0)ss. Since
the g0-modules (ST (S)(k)g0)ss and
⊕t
i=1(SE(Li)(k)g0)ss have the same trace on the
Zariski dense subset λ+Qg0 of h∗g0 , they are isomorphic. Consequently, (ST (S)g0)ss ⊕t
i=1(SE(Li )g0)ss. In particular, (ST (S)[ν]g0)ss 
⊕t
i=1(SE(Li)[ν]g0)ss for every
ν ∈ h∗. Therefore, ST (S)ss[ν] and ⊕ti=1 SE(Li)[ν] are semisimple g-modules of finite
length with isomorphic g0-composition factors. An argument using induction on the length
of ST (S)ss[η]g0 (similar to the one in the proof of Proposition 5) shows that ST (S)ss[ν]
and
⊕t
i=1 SE(Li )[ν] are isomorphic g-modules as well. ✷
Fix a gl(n|1)0-filtration 0 ⊂ S˜1 ⊂ S˜2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ S˜l = S of S with successive irreducible
quotients Si for i = 1, . . . , l. Let v1 be the b˜−-highest vector of S. Since Sgl(n|1)0 =
U(gl(n|1)0 ⊕ gl(n|1)−1) · v1 =∑i1,...,ir U(gl(n|1)0) · (En+1,i1 · · ·En+1,ir · v1), without
loss of generality we may assume that Si has b˜0-highest vector vi with highest weight mi ,
where for i  2 all vi are of the form En+1,i1En+1,i2 · · ·En+1,ir · v1 for 1 i1, . . . , ir  n.
We can order Si as follows. If vi =En+1,i1En+1,i2 · · ·En+1,ir ·v1 for 1 i1 < · · ·< ir  n,
and vj = En+1,j1En+1,j2 · · ·En+1,js · v1 for 1  i1 < · · · < js  n, then i < j whenever
r < s or r = s and i1 = j1, . . . , it = jt , it+1 < jt+1 for some t < r . In particular, Slow  S1
and Shigh  S1. Put M˜iε := Span{xaξε⊗ | a ∈Kn, v ∈ S˜i}.
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ST (S) is a filtration of ST (S) by g0-coherent families. Moreover, ST (S)low = {u ∈
ST (S) | ei,n+2 · u= 0, i = 1, . . . , n+ 1} = M˜10.
Proof. We show first that the spaces in the filtration are g-modules which easily implies
they are g-coherent families as well. The spaces M˜iε a re obviously invariant under the
action of all elements ei,j of g0 except
−xi
n∑
i=1
xj
∂
∂xj
⊗ 1− xj ξ ∂
∂ξ
⊗ 1−
n+1∑
i=1
xi ⊗Ei,i + xiξ ⊗Ei,n+1
which corresponds to ei,n+1. Let v ∈ S˜i . It is clear that ei,n+1 · (xaξ ⊗ v) ∈ M˜iε .
Furthermore, as Ei,n+1 · v ∈ S˜i , we have ei,n+1 · (xa ⊗ v) ∈ M˜i0 ⊕ M˜i1, which shows
that each space in the filtration is g-invariant.
Let u =∑a,ε,v Ava,εxaξε ⊗ v ∈ ST (S) satisfy ei,n+2 · u = 0 for i = 1,2, . . . , n + 1.
Using Lemma 12 it is easy to check that Ata,1 = 0 for all a ∈Kn, v ∈ S and that Ava,0 = 0
iff v ∈ S˜i . Therefore u ∈ M˜10. This implies ST (S)low ⊆ {u ∈ ST (S) | ei,n+2 · u = 0,
i = 1, . . . , n+ 1} ⊆ M˜10. Since the δ-coordinate of xaξε ⊗ v ∈ ST (S) is minimal if and
only if xaξε ⊗ v ∈ M˜10 equalities hold in the both inclusions above. ✷
Let L(S) be the g-submodule of ST (S) generated by {x(a1,...,an)ξε ⊗ vk | ai − ki ∈
Z+, ε ∈ {0,1}, vk ∈ S}, were vk ∈ S is a vector of weight (k,p) for k ∈ Kn and
p ∈ K . Set L˜εi (S) := M˜εi ∩ L(S) and uεi := xmi ξε ⊗ vi . Proposition 14 implies that
L˜10(S) ⊂ L˜10(S) ⊕ L˜11(S) ⊂ L˜10(S) ⊕ L˜21(S) ⊂ L˜20(S) ⊕ L˜21(S) ⊂ · · · ⊂ L˜l0(S) ⊕ L˜l1(S) =
L(S) is a g0-module filtration of L(S). Denote by Liε(S) the successive quotients of the
filtration, i.e., Li1(S)  (L˜i−10 (S)⊕ L˜i1(S))/(L˜i−10 (S)⊕ L˜i−11 (S)) and L˜i0(S)  (L˜i0(S)⊕
L˜i1(S))/(L˜
i−1
0 (S)⊕ L˜i1(S)).
Proposition 15.
(i) degST (S)(k)= degL(S)(k)= dimS(k)+ dimS(k − 1) whenever k ∈K;
(ii) If u ∈Liε(S), then n0 · u= 0 if and only if u= uεi .
Proof. A direct computation using Lemma 12 establishes both (i) and (ii). ✷
Lemma 16.
(i) If M is a simple g-submodule of ST (S), then Mlow ⊂ ST (S)low. In particular, for
a simple g0-submodule N0 of ST (S)low, U ·N0 is a simple g-module.
(i) ST (S)=U · ST (S)high and L(S)=U ·L(S)high.
Proof. (i) is a direct corollary of Proposition 14. By Lemma 12 we have xa ⊗ v =
en+1,n+2 · (xaξ ⊗v) and xa⊗Ei,n+1 ·v =−ei,n+2 · (xa−ei ⊗v). The equality S =U ·Shigh
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−ei,n+2 ·(xa−ei ξ⊗v)+xa⊗v, we find xaξ⊗v ∈ U ·ST (S)high for all a ∈Kn and v ∈ Sk .
Therefore ST (S)=U · ST (S)high. The argument for L(S) is similar. ✷
If µ ∈ h∗ and α ∈ ∆1, we say that µ is α-atypical iff (µ,α) = 0, where (· , ·) is the
standard bilinear form on h∗. A weight is atypical if it is α-atypical for some α ∈ ∆1.
Otherwise it is typical. The Harish-Chandra homomorphism embeds the center Z of U
into the W -invariant polynomials of h∗. As usual, this enables us to assign to each weight
µ a central character θµ, i.e., a homomorphism θµ :Z→ K . If µ is typical, θµ = θν iff
µ and ν lie in the same W -orbit of h∗. The latter is false for atypical µ. A g-module with
central character is typical (respectively atypical) if its central character is of the form θµ
for a typical (respectively atypical) weight µ. If a module V has a highest weight λ with
respect to a Borel subsuperalgebra b, its central character is of the form θλ+ρb where ρb,
is the half-sum of the b-positive even roots and the b-negative odd roots. We call V (b, α)-
atypical if λ+ ρb is α-atypical.
Lemma 17.
(i) Let v ∈ S1 and a ∈Kn. Then (∏α∈∆−1 eα) · (xa⊗v)= (−1)n−1xa−∑ni=1 ei ξ ⊗ ((E11+
E22 + · · · +Enn)En+1,n · · ·En+1,2En+1,1) · v.
(ii) If S is (b˜+, εi − δ)-atypical, there exist v ∈ S with (∏α∈∆−1 \{δ−εi} eα) · (xa ⊗ v) = 0for all a ∈Kn.
Proof. Direct computation. ✷
Corollary 18. (U ·L(S)low) ∩L(S)high = 0 if and only if S is typical and ((E11 +E22 +
· · · +Enn)En+1,n · · ·En+1,2En+1,1) · v = 0 for every v ∈ S1.
Set L±(λ) := Lb±(λ). We call λ ∈ h∗ admissible if Lb0(λ) is an admissible module.
Note that the g-modules L±(λ) are admissible for an admissible λ. More generally, for
arbitrary simple g-module M with Mlow admissible, we have
Mµ = Span
{
eεi1−δeεi2−δ · · ·eεir−δ · v
∣∣∣ 1 i1, . . . , ir  n+ 1, v ∈Mµ−∑rj=1(εij−δ)low }
for every µ ∈ suppM , which implies that M is admissible.
As we showed in Theorem 10 in order to describe the g0-module structure of an arbitrary
simple admissible module M it suffices to consider any infinite-dimensional g0-submodule
of SE(M). The most “convenient” submodules of SE(M) are highest weight modules
L−(λ) with A(λ) := {i | λi+1 − λi /∈ Z+} = {n}, where λ = λ1ε1 + · · · + λn+1εn+1 −
(
∑n+1
i=1 λi)δ. Lemma 8.1 in [3] implies that λ is admissible whenever A(λ) = {n}. For
such λ there exists a finite-dimensional gl(n|1)-module S with L−(λ) ⊆ L(S) and
SE(L−(λ)) ⊆ ST (S). Therefore, in order to find the g0-structure of L−(λ), we can use
the explicitness of the g-action on ST (S).
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is regular integral, we write λ ∈Hk whenever
λ= λ0[k] := (sεn+1−εn−k+1 ◦ · · · ◦ sεn+1−εn−1 ◦ sεn+1−εn)(λ0 + ρb0)− ρb0
for a b0-dominant weight λ0 and a nonnegative integer k (here sα is the reflection
corresponding to α). We set also λ0 := λ0. For k  1 let H0,k denote the set of all weights
λ ∈ h∗ for which sεn+1−εn−k+1(λ + ρb0) = λ + ρb0 (H0,k is the singular “wall” between
Hk−1 and Hk). Obviously⋃ni=1H0,i is the set of all weights µ, with singular µ+ ρb0 . It
is easy to check that, for λ ∈ h∗ with A(λ)= {n}, λ+ ρb− can be b−-atypical of degree at
most 2, i.e., (λ+ ρb−, α1)= (λ+ ρb−, α2)= · · · = (λ+ ρb−, αr )= 0 for α1, . . . , αr ∈∆1
implies r  2. More explicitly, if λ + ρb− is atypical then it is (b−, εi − δ)-atypical or
(b−, εi − δ, εn+1 − δ)-atypical for some i ∈ [1, n+ 1].
For λ ∈ h∗ and J = (i1, . . . , im), set λJ := λ− ((εi1 − δ)+ (εi2 − δ)+ · · ·+ (εim − δ)).
Let S be the power set of {1,2, . . . , n+ 1}. Put Aλ := {J ∈ S | λJ is admissible}. Then if
A(λ)= {n},
Aλ =
{
J ∈ S |A(λJ )= {n}
}
= {J ∈ S | π∗(λJ ) is dominant gl(n|1)-weight},
where π :gl(n + 1) → g is the natural embedding. If for some i ∈ [1, n + 1], λ is
(b−, εi − δ)-atypical or (b−, εi − δ, εn+1 − δ)-atypical, set Aatypλ := {J ∈ S | i ∈ J },
where j ∈ (i1, i2, . . . , im) if j = ir for some 1  r  m. Denote Aλ\Aatypλ by Bλ, and
Bλ∩ (H0,1 ∪Hi ) by Biλ for 1 i  n. Note that Bλ = Bnλ for λ ∈Hn. Finally, for λ ∈H0,k
set C ′λ := {J ∈Aλ | λJ = µ[k−1],µ[k] ∈ Bλ for some k and some dominant weightµ} and
Cλ := Bλ\C ′λ. The following theorem describes the g0-module structure of an admissible
highest weight modules L−(λ) with A(λ)= {n}.
Theorem 19. Let A(λ)= {n} for λ ∈ h∗.
(i) L−(λ)g0 
⊕
J∈Bλ Lb0(λJ ) whenever λ is nonintegral.
(ii) L−(λ)g0 
⊕
J∈Bkλ Lb0(λJ ) for λ ∈ H
k
, or when λ ∈ H0,k and λ + ρb− is
(b−, εn−k+1 − δ, εn+1 − δ)-atypical.
(iii) L−(λ)g0 
⊕
J∈Cλ L
′(λJ ) when λ ∈ H0,k and λ + ρb− is typical or (b−, εi − δ)-
atypical for some i = n − k + 1, where L′(λJ ) := Lb0(λJ ) for λJ ∈H0,k . If λJ =
µ[k] for some dominant weight µ and some k, then L′(λJ ) is an indecomposable
g0-module with a composition series
0 = L˜0(µ[k])⊂ L˜1(µ[k])⊂ L˜2(µ[k])⊂ · · · ⊂ L˜l(k)(µ[k])= L′(µ[k])
whose successive quotients Lj (µ[k]) := L˜j (µ[k])/L˜j−1(µ[k]) are described as
follows. If 1  k < n, then l(k) = 4, and L1(µ[k])  Lb0(µ[k]), L2(µ[k]) 
Lb0(µ[k+1]), L3(µ[k]) Lb0(µ[k−1]), and L4(µ[k]) Lb0(µ[k]) (in particular,
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Lb0(µ[n]), L2(µ[n]) Lb0(µ[n− 1]), L3(µ[n]) Lb0(µ[n]).
Proof. If λ = λ1ε1 + · · · + λn+1εn+1 −∑n+1i=1 λiδ, let S := Lb˜−(λ1ε1 + · · · + λnεn −∑n+1
i=1 λiδ). By Lemma 16 the module L := U · u01 ⊂ ST (S) is simple and is therefore
isomorphic to L−(λ). Consider first the case when λ + ρb− is (b−, εn+1 − δ)-atypical
which implies that λ + ρb0 is not singular. One easily checks that in case (ii), Bkλ = Bλ,
so it suffices to show that Lg0 
⊕
J∈Bλ Lb0(λJ ). From Lemmas 12 and 17 we see that
u0l = (−1)nen+2,n · · ·en+2,1u01 ∈ L is a b+-highest vector for L. Using Lemma 12 again,
one verifies that Lg0 = U(g0 ⊕ g1) · u0i =
∑l
i=1U(g0) · u0i . On the other hand, for every
i ∈ [1, l], u1i /∈ L. Indeed, if u1i ∈L, then for every s ∈ [1, l−1] and i ∈ [1, n], en+2,i ·u1s =
−u1r for some r > s, and we verify that u1l ∈ L which contradicts to Lemma 17. Set for
simplicity Li :=U(g0) · u0i . By Proposition 15 (ii), for a weight vector u ∈L, n0 · u= 0 if
and only if u= u0i for some i . Then L1 ⊂ L1 + L2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ L1 + L2 + · · · + Ll = Lg0 is
a composition series of Lg0 . Corollary 18 implies that S is typical and therefore using the
character formula for S we verify Lg0 
⊕
J∈Bλ Lb0(λJ ).
Assume now that λ+ρb− is not (b−, εn+1 − δ)-atypical, and let λiε be the weight of uεi .
Lemma 20. For i ∈ [1, l], ε ∈ {0,1}, Liε(S) is an indecomposable g0-module with a unique
simple submodule isomorphic to Lb0(λiε). Furthermore, Liε(S)/Lb0(λiε) Lb0(µiε[k+1])
for λiε = µiε[k] ∈Hk and Liε(S)/Lb0(λiε) 0 otherwise.
Proof of Lemma 20. Proposition 15(ii) implies the first part of the lemma. By the
definition of Liε(S) and Lemma 11.4 in [3] we see that chLiε(S) = chLb0(λiε) +
chLb0(µiε[k + 1]) if λiε ∈Hk and chLiε(S) = chLb0(λiε) otherwise, which complete the
proof. ✷
We have (L(S)g0)ss  (
⊕l
i=1 Li0(S)ss)⊕ (
⊕l
i=1 Li1(S)ss) according to Proposition 15.
Therefore, Lemma 20 and the character formula for S imply (L(S)g0)ss 
⊕
J∈Bλ Lb0(λJ ).
On the other hand, in cases (i) and (ii) all direct summands have distinct central characters,
and therefore L(S)g0  (L(S)g0)ss 
⊕
J∈Bλ Lb0(λJ ).
(i) The g0-module L(S)low is simple whenever λ = λ10 is nonintegral. Since λl1
is nonintegral L(S)high is also simple, and L−(λ)  L  L(S) by Lemma 16 and
Corollary 18. This proves the statement.
(ii) Let us prove the assertion by recursion starting with k = n. If λ ∈Hn ∪H0,n then
L(S)low and L(S)high are simple. Therefore L = L(S) by Lemma 16 and Corollary 18.
Moreover, λJ ∈Hn ∪H0,n for all J ∈ Bnλ , and (ii) follows directly for k = n.
Assume that (ii) holds for k = s + 1, . . . , n. Let λ = µ[s] ∈ Hs for some dominant
weight µ. Then
(
L(S)g0
)ss  ⊕
J∈Bµ[s]∪Bµ[s+1]
Lb0(λJ )=
( ⊕
J∈Bsµ[s]
Lb0(λJ )
)
⊕
( ⊕
J∈Bs+1
Lb0(λJ )
)
.µ[s+1]
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1])g0 is isomorphic to a submodule of (L(S)g0)ss. Since (ii) holds for the weight µ[s + 1],
Lg0 is isomorphic to L′ ⊆
⊕
J∈Bsµ[s] Lb0(λJ ). If the inclusion were proper, there would
have existed µ′ ∈ Bsµ[s], µ′ /∈ {µ[s],µ[s + 1]}, such that Ext1g(L−(µ′),L−(µ[s])) = 0.
This is impossible because supplowL−(µ′) ∩ supplowL−(µ[s + 1]) = ∅ on one hand,
and no difference of weights in Bsµ[s] equals to a sum of b−-atypical roots on the
other hand, so by Lemma 0.2 in [5], L−(µ′) and L−(µ[s + 1]) have distinct central
characters.
If λ ∈H0,s and λ is (b−, εn−s+1 − δ, εn+1 − δ)-atypical, then it is easy to check that
λl1 = ν[s] for some dominant weight ν. Therefore L(S)sshigh  Lb0(ν[s])⊕ Lb0(ν[s + 1]),
and consequently (L(S)g0)ss has a submodule isomorphic to L+(ν[s])g0 ⊕L+(ν[s+1])g0 .
Since the statement is true for L+(ν[s + 1]), we obtain that L+(ν[s])g0  L−(λ)g0
is isomorphic to a submodule of
⊕
J∈Bsµ[s] Lb0(λJ ). Using again the central character
argument one verifies (ii).
(iv) Let λ ∈H0,k for some integer k, 1 k  n, and λ be either typical or (b−, εi − δ)-
atypical for some i = n − k + 1. By a direct computation one checks that Li1ε1(S) and
L
i2
ε2(S) have the same central character iff ε1 = 0, λi10 = η[k − 1], ε2 = 1, and λi21 = η[k]
for some dominant weight η. It is easy to verify that Li21 (S) is isomorphic to a submodule
of Lg0 . This and Lemma 20 imply L−(λ)g0
⊕
J∈Cλ L
′(λJ ) and each L′(λJ ) has successive
g0-composition factors isomorphic to Lb0(µJ [k]), Lb0(µJ [k + 1]), Lb0(µJ [k − 1]),
Lb0(µJ [k]) (we set Lb0(µJ [−1]) := 0) for some dominant weight µJ . Let us fix J ∈ Cλ
and put µ := µJ . In order to finish the proof, it remains to show that L′(µ[k]) is
indecomposable. Let u0i1 = xa−en−k+1 ⊗ En+1,n−k+1 · v and u1i2 = xaξ ⊗ v, where either
v = v1 or for some 1 j1, . . . , jt  n+ 1 v = (En+1,j1 · · ·En+1,jt ) · v1. Denote the weight
(a1, . . . , an, a¯) of v by (a, a¯). Since λ ∈H0,k , we have an−k+1 +∑nj=1 aj + a¯ = k.
Consider first the case when v = v1, i.e., when L′(µ[k]) ⊂ ST (S)(a¯ + 1).
Here Ej,n+1 · v = 0 for j = 1,2, . . . , n. Below we show that u1i2 ∈ N :=∑n−k+1
j=1 U(g0) · (xa−ej ⊗ En+1,j · v), which implies that N + U(g0) · (xaξ ⊗ v) (and
therefore also L′(µ[k])) is an indecomposable g0-module.
Set for simplicity a˜ :=∑nj=1 aj + a¯. From Lemma 12 we find
en,n+1 ·
(
xa−e1 ⊗En+1,1 · v
)=−(an + a˜)xa−e1+en ⊗En+1,1 · v.
The equality A(λ) = {n} implies an + a˜  0, and therefore xa−e1+en ⊗ En+1,1 · v ∈ N .
Again from Lemma 12
en−1,n+1 ·
(
xa−e1 ⊗En+1,1 · v
)
=−(an−1 + a˜ − 1)xa−e1+en−1 ⊗En+1,1 · v − en−1,n ·
(
xa−e1+en ⊗En+1,1 · v
)
,
and therefore xa−e1+en−1 ⊗En+1,1 · v ∈N . Using the same arguments, we find recursively
xa−e1+ej ⊗En+1,1 · v ∈N for j = 2, . . . , n. Therefore
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(
xa−e1 ⊗En+1,1 · v
) = −(a1 + a˜ − n)xa ⊗En+1,1 · v
−
n∑
j=2
e1,j ·
(
xa−e1+ej ⊗En+1,1 · v
)+ (a1 + a¯)xaξ ⊗ v,
and in particular−(a1+ a˜−n)xa⊗En+1,1 ·v+ (a1+ a¯)xaξ⊗v ∈N . In the same way, we
find −(aj + a˜−n+ j −1)xa⊗En+1,j ·v+xa⊗∑j−1t=1 En+1,t ·v+ (aj + a¯)xaξ ⊗v ∈N ,
for j = 1,2, . . . , n− k + 1. The last inclusions can be written in matrix form as Au ∈N ,
where u := [xa⊗En+1,n−k+1 ·v, xa⊗En+1,n−k ·v, . . . , xa⊗En+1,1 ·v, xaξ⊗En+1,1 ·v]T,
and A is a (k + 1)× (k + 1)-matrix with entries in K . A short computation implies
detA= (−1) (n−k+1)(n−k)2 (an−k+1 + a¯ + n− k)
n−k∏
j=1
(−an−k+1 + an−k+1−j − j + 1).
Since an−k+1 + a˜ = k, we have that λ + ρb− is (b−, εn−k+1 − δ)-atypical whenever
an−k+1 + a¯+ n− k = 0. Moreover, A(λ)= {n} implies −an−k+1 + an−k+1−j − j + 1 0
for j = 1, . . . , n− k. Therefore detA = 0 and hence u1i2 = xaξ ⊗ v ∈N .
The general case, i.e. when v = (En+1,j1 · · ·En+1,jt ) · v1, may be reduced to the case
v = v1 as follows. If S′ is the simple finite-dimensional gl[(n|1)-module with b˜−-highest
weight (a −∑ti=1 eji , a¯ + t), then L′(µ[k]) ⊂ ST (S′)((a¯ + t) + 1), and we finish the
proof. ✷
Example 1. Let g = sl(3|1) and λ = (0,1,−2,1). The weight λ + ρb− is singu-
lar and b−-typical. As a g0-module, L−(λ) is isomorphic to a direct sum of six
indecomposable g0-modules. Four of them are the simple modules Lb0(0,1,−2),
Lb0(0,0,−2), Lb0(−1,1,−3), and Lb0(−1,0,−3). Each of the other two modules is
of length three, with respective irreducible subquotients {Lb0(0,1,−3),Lb0(0,1,−3),
Lb0(−1,1,−2)} and {Lb0(0,0,−3),Lb0(0,0,−3),Lb0(−1,0,−2)}.
Example 2. Let g = sl(3|1) and λ = (0,2,−3,1). The weight λ + ρb− is regular and
(b−, ε3 − δ)-atypical. As a g0-module, L−(λ) is isomorphic to a direct sum of the
simple g0-modules Lb0(0,2,−3), Lb0(−1,2,−3), Lb0(0,1,−3), Lb0(−1,1,−3). Note
that L−(λ)= L+(−1,1,−3,3) and (−1,1,−3,3)+ρb+ is a singular (b+, ε1− δ, ε3− δ)-
atypical weight.
Now we will describe explicitly all irreducible semisimple g-coherent families. Using
Theorem 19, we can find the g-module structure of L(S). Let L(S)ss ⊕ti=1 Li(S), where
L1(S) are simple g-modules. It is easy to observe that in all cases, (U · L(S)low)ss ⊕{Li(S) | Li(S)low ⊂ L(S)low}. On the other hand, ST (S)ss ⊕ti=1 SE(Li(S)). Indeed,
by Proposition 13,
⊕t
i=1 SE(Li(S)) is isomorphic to a submodule of ST (S)ss. If⊕t
i=1 SE(Li(S)) ST (S)ss then for some a ∈K ,
degST (S)(a)
t∑
degSE(Li(S))(a)= degL(S)(a)
i=1
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a semisimple g-coherent family isomorphic to
⊕{SE(Li(S)) | Li(S)low ⊂ L(S)low}. For
a simple finite-dimensional gl(n|1)-module R denote by R[i] the finite-dimensional
simple gl(n|1)-module such that λR[i] = λR[i], where λR := λ10(R) is the weight of
the unique 1-dimensional b−-submodule of ST (R). Theorem 11.4 in [3] implies that
STl (S) SE(L(λS[i]))⊕ SE(L(λS[i+1])) and STl (S) SE(λS), otherwise. Therefore:
Corollary 21. As an element of the group K0[FAM(g)], every irreducible semisimple
g-coherent family is equivalent either to STl (S) or to the formal coherent family∑
i0(−1)iSTl (S[i]) for some finite-dimensional simple gl(n|1)-module S.
4. gl(n+ 1)-structure of the simple admissible sl(n+ 1)-modules
The explicit construction of tensor coherent families in the previous section, together
with the abstract theory of coherent families described in Section 2, enables us to find
the g0 = gl(n + 1)-module structure of any individual simple admissible g-module M .
The infinite-dimensional g0-composition factors of M can be found using Theorems 10
and 19. In order to describe the finite-dimensional g0-composition factors of M , we need
some technical statements.
Let L−(λM) be the simple b−-highest weight module in SE(M) with A(λM) = {n}.
Theorem 19 applies to λ := λM . In the cases (i) and (ii), for J ∈ BλM ,Lb0(λMJ ) is
isomorphic to a unique g0-submodule of L−(λM), and therefore we may define MJ as
EM(Lb0(λMJ )). Let us consider case (iii), i.e., when λM ∈ H0,k and λM + ρb− is either
typical or (b−, εi − δ)-atypical for some i = n − k + 1. Fix J ∈ Cλ. If λMJ ∈ Hk , set
M ′J := EM(L′(λMJ )) ∩ M and M˜j (λMJ ) := EM(L˜j (λMJ )) ∩ M for k > 1. If k = 1, set
M˜j (λMJ ) := EM(L˜′(λMJ )) ∩M for j = 1,2 and M˜3(λMJ ) := EM(L˜4(λMJ )) ∩M . Then, if
l′(1) := 3 and l′(k) := l(k) for k > 1, 0 ⊂ M˜1(λMJ )⊂ M˜2(λMJ )⊂ · · · ⊂ M˜l
′(k)(λMJ )=M ′J
is a g0-module filtration of M ′J with infinite-dimensional successive quotients Mj(λMJ ).
Theorem 10(ii) implies that each g-module Mj(λMJ ) is simple or finite-dimensional
extension of a simple module. Finally, set M ′J := EM(Lb0(λMJ ))∩M for λMJ ∈H0,k .
Proposition 22. Let M be an infinite-dimensional simple admissible g-module. Then all
infinite-dimensional g-composition factors of M have the same shadow.
Proof. By Theorems 10 and 19, the statement is true in all cases except when λM
satisfies (iv) in Theorem 19. It is enough to show that, if λMJ = µ[k] for some J ∈
CλM and some dominant µ, all Mj(µ[k]) have the same shadow. Lemma 7 implies
that C(Ml′(k)(µ[k])) ⊆ C(Ml′(k)−1(µ[k])) ⊆ · · · ⊆ C(M1(µ[k])). By Theorem 10, each
Mi(µ[k]) is isomorphic to a submodule of ⊕l(k)i=1 E(Li(µ[k])). Then induction on i ∈
[1, l(k)] implies that E(Mi(µ[k]))  E(Li(µ[k])). Theorem 19 gives E(M1(µ[k])) 
E(Ml′(k)(µ[k])), and thereforeM1(µ[k])Ml′(k)(µ[k]). In particular,C(Ml′(k)(µ[k]))=
C(Ml
′(k)−1(µ[k]))= · · · = C(M1(µ[k])). ✷
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image of the set HWb′(M0) := {λ ∈ h∗ | Lb′(λ)⊂M0} in T ∗g0 := h∗/Qg0 is independent
of the choice of the Borel subalgebra b′ of g0. Denote this image by HW(M0). Let ci,j be
the unique element of W with ci,j (i) = j for which the sequence {1,2, . . . , n + 1}\{i}
is increasing. For 1  i, j  n, define χ(i, j),χi(j) ∈ W as follows. χ(i, j) := ci+1,j
for j  i , and χ(i, j) := ci,j+1 for i < j ; χi(j) := ci,j for j < i , χi(i) := id, and
χi(j) := ci+1,j+1 for i < j (the definitions of χ(i, j) and χi(j) are slightly different from
Mathieu’s original definitions).
Lemma 23.
(i) If λ= χ(i, j)(ω+ ρb0)− ρb0 for some dominant weight ω, or λ= χi(j)(τ + ρb0)−
ρb0 for some singular weight τ + ρb0 = τ1ε1 + · · · + τn+1εn+1 − (
∑n+1
i=1 )δ with
τ1 < · · · < τi = τi+1 < · · · < τn+1 , then C(Lb0(λ)) is generated by {ε1 − εj+1,
ε1 − εj+2, . . . , ε1 − εn+1, ε2 − εj+1, . . . , ε2 − εn+1, . . . , εj − εj+1, . . . , εj − εn+1}.
(ii) Let M0 be an irreducible semisimple g0-coherent family with integral central
character, and let λ ∈ HW(M0). Then all irreducible submodules of M0[λ] are
highest weight modules.
Proof. (i) follows from the definition of C(Lb0(λ)). (ii) We will show that the union
of all cones C(Lb′0(η)), for which Lb′0(η) ⊂M0, equals λ + Qg0 . This will imply that
the existence of an infinite-dimensional simple non-highest weight g0-submodule M0
of M0[λ] is contradictory. For, then C(M0) ∩ C(Lb′0(η)) would not be contained in a
hyperplane for some Borel subalgebra b′′0 and some weight η′, which is impossible by
Lemma 6.3 in [3].
Lemma 6.1 in [3] implies Lwb′0(w(η)) ⊂M0 whenever Lb′0(η) ⊂ M0. Therefore
it is enough to show that Cb0 :=
⋃
η,Lb0 (η)⊂M0 C(Lb0(η)) is the cone generated by
{−α | α ∈ B0} = {ε1 − ε2, . . . , εn − εn+1}. Assume that M0 has regular integral central
character. (The case of a singular central character is easier and we leave it to the
reader.) If A(λ) = {n} for λ ∈ HW(M), by Lemma 8.3 in [3] there exists i ∈ Z+ and
a dominant weight ω such that λ= χ(i, n)(ω+ ρb0)− ρb0 . By Lemma 8.4 in [3] we have
HW(M0)= {λj +Qg0 | j = 1,2, . . . , n}, where λj := χ(i, j)(λ0 + ρb0)− ρb0 . Now (i)
implies that Cb0 =
⋃n
j=1C(Lb0(λj )) is the cone generated by {−α | α ∈ B0}. ✷
Proposition 24. Let M be a simple infinite-dimensional g-module, with a finite-
dimensional g0-composition factor M0. Then M is a highest weight module with λM ∈
H0,k and λM + ρb− typical or (b−, εi − δ)-atypical for some i = n− k + 1 (case (iii) in
Theorem 19).
Proof. Let λ ∈ suppM , i.e., M ⊂M[λ], and let M0 be the irreducible g0-coherent
subfamily of (Mg0)ss which containsM0. ThenM0 has a regular integral central character
and HW(M0)= {λ+Qg0}, see [3]. Let N0 ⊂M0[λ] be the unique infinite-dimensional
b0-highest weight module whose highest weight µ satisfies A(µ)= {n}, and let N be the
simple g-submodule of M[λ] such that N0 is isomorphic to a submodule of (Ng0)ss. By
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module. Moreover, since the central character of N0 is integral it is clear that the central
character of Nlow, and therefore of Mlow, is integral. Lemma 23 implies that Mlow, and
therefore M , is a highest weight module. Assume now that M = L−(η), and let Lb0(ω) be
a finite-dimensional g0-composition factor of L−(η). If v is the b−-highest weight vector
of L−(η), then L−(η)=∑i1,...,ir U(g0) · (en+1,i1 · · ·en+1,ir · v). Therefore L−(η) admits
a filtration 0 = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lt = L−(η) each nonzero successive quotient Lj+1/Lj
of which is generated by a b0-highest vector of the form (en+1,j1 · · ·en+1,js · v) + Lj .
Then for some j , Lb0(ω) is isomorphic to a subquotient of Lj+1/Lj with highest
weight ηJ = η −∑si=1(εji − δ), where J = (j1, . . . , js). Therefore θω = θηJ . On the
other hand, ηJ is b0-maximal weight in supp(Lj+1/Lj ) and ω is b0-maximal in the set
{w(ω + ρb0)− ρb0 |w ∈W } which imply that ω = ηJ . This happens only if η+ ρb0 is a
singular weight. Using similar arguments as above, one shows that if L−(η) L+(η′) then
η′ + ρ0 is also a singular weight. Therefore, if L−(λM)high  Lb0(λM+ ), both λM + ρb0
and λM+ + ρb0 are singular weights. This is possible only in case (iii) for λ = λM in
Theorem 19. ✷
We are now ready to state the main result. Theorem 10 and Proposition 24 imply that
the modules MJ and Mj(λMJ ) are simple except for the case when M is a highest weight
module and λM satisfies case (iii) of Theorem 19. In all other cases, we can “transfer” the
g0-decomposition of L−(λM) to M by interchanging L(λJ ), L′(λJ ) and Li(µ[k]) with
MJ , M
′
J , and Mi(µ[k]), respectively. In the special case when M is a highest weight
module and λM satisfies case (iii) of Theorem 19, without loss of generality we may
assume that M = L−(η) and A(η) = {n}. Here we have the following algorithm. There
exists τ ∈ h∗ and integers p, i ∈ [1, n] such that τ + ρb0 = τ1ε1 + · · · + τn+1εn+1 −
(
∑n+1
i=1 τi)δ is singular with τ1 < · · ·< τi = τi+1 < · · ·< τn+1, η = χi(p)(τ + ρb0)− ρb0
and λM = χi(n)(τ + ρb0) − ρb0 . Set w := χi(l)(χi(n))−1 ∈ W . From Proposition 22
and Lemma 23, for J ∈ CλM we find the infinite-dimensional g0-composition factors
Mi(λMJ )inf of MJ . More explicitly, if λ
M
J = µ[k] = χ(n− k + 1, n)(µ+ ρb0)− ρb0 and
Lb0(µ[k + a]) is infinite-dimensional g0-subquotient of L′(λJ ) for some a ∈ {−1,0,1}
then Lb0(χ(n− k + a, l)(µ+ ρb0)− ρb0) is an infinite-dimensional subquotient of M ′J .
Finally, if ηw(J ) is dominant, one adds Lb0(ηw(J )) as a finite-dimensional subquotient
of M ′J . Since the length of L′(λJ ) is 3 or 4, the length of M ′J can be 3, 4, or 5. Length 5
does indeed occur: for example, if g = sl(4|1), M = L−(η), η = −3ε1 − ε3 + 4δ, and
J = (2). In this way we proved:
Theorem 25. Let M be an infinite-dimensional simple admissible g-module. Then:
(i) Mg0 
⊕
J∈B
λM
MJ whenever λM is nonintegral.
(ii) Mg0 
⊕
J∈Bk
λM
MJ for λM ∈ Hk , or when λM ∈ H0,k and λM + ρb− is (b−,
εk − δ, εn+1 − δ)-atypical.
(iii) Mg0 
⊕
J∈Cλ M
′
J for λM ∈H0,k and λM + ρb− is either typical or (b−, εi − δ)-
atypical, for some i = n− k + 1.
D. Grantcharov / Journal of Algebra 265 (2003) 711–733 733In cases (i) and (ii) each MJ is a simple infinite-dimensional module. In case (iii), as
described above, M ′J is an indecomposable g0-module of length 3, 4, or 5. In each case
the infinite-dimensional g0-composition factors of Mg0 have the same shadow.
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